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Meet Mitchell Labrecque, a Computer Science major with a minor in Psychology, hailing from the 

University of Alberta. Guided by a profound passion for data science, business intelligence, and machine 

learning, Mitchell's trajectory took an inspiring turn when he seized the opportunity to work with Epsilon 

Chemicals Ltd. this summer. 

Epsilon Chemicals Ltd., a beacon of excellence in sanitation research and development since its inception 

in 1990, stood in perfect alignment with Mitchell's aspirations. The company's commitment to providing 

unparalleled quality, reliability, and customer service in the realm of industrial sanitation products 

resonated deeply with his goals. Mitchell's dedication was not just to his academic pursuits; it was a 

commitment to realizing Epsilon Chemicals' vision. 

Within the dynamic environment of Epsilon 

Chemicals Ltd., Mitchell found himself immersed 

in the thrilling complexities of real-world data. 

Gone were the pristine datasets of academia; 

instead, he confronted a myriad of formatting 

challenges and coding intricacies that demanded 

creative problem-solving. Equipped with Excel, 

Power BI and Power Query, he wielded tools 

that transformed raw data into compelling visual 

narratives and transformed data into actionable 

insights.  

Armed with his extensive Python experience, 

Mitchell ventured into machine learning 

techniques on a diverse array of datasets. One of 

Mitchell's pivotal achievements was harnessing 

“random forest regression,” a machine learning 

technique used to predict numerical values. 

Through this technique, he predicted chemical 

measures and anomalies, uncovering insights 

hidden within the data's complex fabric.  Mitchell Labrecque 
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Collaborating seamlessly with executives and clients, Mitchell's narrative transcended technical proficiency. 

"It was incredible to collaborate closely with our executives and clients, turning abstract data into real-

world solutions,” he noted. Crafting an elegant report template, he seamlessly merged user-friendly design 

with intricate data processing, highlighting his multidimensional capabilities. 

Mitchell also worked closely with inventory executives, creating workflows and templates that streamlined 

operations within multiple warehouses across North America. His efforts simplified the ordering of raw 

materials, assisting the supply chain management process. His work in this domain showcased his versatile 

skill set, where data met real-world logistics, resulting in operational efficiency. 

As Mitchell looked back on his journey, he could not help but express deep gratitude to Epsilon Chemicals 

Ltd. and its visionary President, Colm O'Carroll. Mitchell remarked, "They not only provided me with a 

job but also a platform for growth and a community of professionals who nurtured my development.  

With their unwavering support, I found the inspiration to push my boundaries even further.” 

Mitchell's future trajectory remains steadfast. He is armed with not just hands-on experience but the 

mastery of sought-after skills. He's ready to navigate uncharted territories where data-driven insights and 

operational excellence converge, eager to carve a legacy that transcends the boundaries of technology 

and business. Mitchell’s story is a testament to the transformative power of mentorship, opportunity, and 

the relentless pursuit of excellence. Mitchell's journey envisions a future where data isn't just harnessed – 

it's transformed into a powerful catalyst for progress. 

 

 


